
MC PHONE BUNDLE FEATURE INSTRUCTIONS 
 

 

 

3 WAY CALLING 

This feature allows a subscriber to add a third party to the call without operator assistance.  Three Way Calling can 

be used whether the first call was placed or received by the subscriber.  To add a third party to the call, the 

subscriber “flashes” once to place the connected party on hold; the waiting line has a dial tone and the subscriber 

dials the third party’s number.  After the call is answered, the subscriber “flashes” again to establish the Three Way 

connection.  Press the “flash” button once to disconnect the last call or hang up to terminate the Three Way 

connection. Wait four seconds before making another call. 

 

 

CALLER ID WITH NAME 

The name and phone number will display if the subscriber has purchased this feature.   If the number is private or 

unable to be identified, the display will say, “private” or “unavailable/out-of-area”.   The information will display 

between the first and second ring.  The subscriber must have a telephone with Caller ID capabilities.  

 

 

CALL FORWARDING 

The Call Forwarding feature allows the subscriber to forward calls to another number so that an important call is not 

missed.  

 

To activate, dial *72, then, listen for confirmation tones and a dial tone and, then, dial the forwarding number. 

To de-activate, dial *73 wait for confirmation tones and dial tone that indicates Call Forwarding was de-activated. 

 

 

CALL WAITING 

The Call Waiting feature allows the subscriber to talk to one party and receive another incoming call.  Pressing the 

“flash” button transfers to the incoming call and puts the original caller on hold; pressing the “flash” button again will 

disconnect the caller.  (If there is no flash button, then, pressing the receiver button one time will connect to the 

incoming call and will put the original caller on hold.)    

 

Call Waiting Caller ID : This feature allows a subscriber, while on a call, to receive information about a party calling 

in on the Call Waiting line.  The name and number of the caller displays on the Caller ID box so the subscriber can 

decide whether to take the new call or not.  The subscriber must have Caller ID service to be able to have this feature.  

 

Cancel Call Waiting is a free service with purchase of Call Waiting;  activated by dialing *70 before placing a call 

or during a call by using “flash” to put the call on hold and then *70 to cancel and “flash” to pick up the call again.   

 

 


